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synthesis of geometry, modulation and prefabricated/standardized products
with prefabrication and standardization of building elements you were capable of optimizing the construction
Not only about optimizing construction and pure addition of elements in the light of:
- the economic situation
- the need for housing and
- the building techniques available after WW2

But a search for ways to allow for variations to achieve an architecture of growth
A search for ways to allow for variations to achieve an architecture of growth

looking for ways to deal with varied repetition as an organic principle
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building components as space rather than functions as wall, floor, roof, window etc
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new spatial perception
Architecture as free
open spatial sequences
dissolving the transition between in and out
new spatial forms due to the evolution of building techniques
one of the origins of contemporary interest in rationalizing geometry
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spaces of addition and growth
architecture through the making
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“Jørn Utzon” (a Collection of articles by Jørn Utzon)
“The Importance of Architects” by Jørn Utzon
”Tendencies in contemporary architecture” by Jørn Utzon and Tobias Faber - Arkitekten 7, 8 and 9, 1947

“Jørn Utzon logbooks vol 1,2,3,4”
ed. by Jørn Utzon et al.
The Jørn Utzon Logbooks are based on the architect’s personal archives and produced with Jørn Utzon’s full involvement

”Jørn Utzon : the architect’s universe / Louisiana Museum of Modern Art”
ed. by Michael Juul Holm - 2004

“Utzon and the new tradition”
ed. by Martin Keiding, Kim Dirckinck-Holmfeld and Christian Norberg-Schulz - 2005